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OCR Scanner: PDF Reader is a powerful document scanning and management application that allows you to turn your smartphone or tablet into a portable scanner. With OCR Scanner, you can easily scan, store and share all your important documents, receipts and notes on the go. Whether you're a busy professional, a student, or just someone who wants to organize your life, OCR Scanner has everything you need to streamline your workflow and stay on top of everything.
Here are some key features of Ocr Scanner: PDF Reader:
Scan documents easily
With OCR Scanner, you can scan documents of all types and sizes with ease. The application uses advanced image processing algorithms to ensure that your scans are always sharp, clear and easy to read. You can even scan multiple pages into a single PDF document, making it easy to store and share your documents.
OCR
OCR Scanner has advanced OCR technology that allows you to convert scanned documents into editable text. This means you can easily copy and paste text from your scanned documents into other applications, such as email or word processing software.
Merge
Merge PDFs, images files (JPG/PNG/BMP/TIFF) into one compact PDF file that's easy to share, store, or send for review.
Split file
Split PDFs into smaller files to reduce their size. Our PDF splitter also lets you extract specific pages.
Cloud storage integration
OCR Scanner integrates with popular cloud storage services like Google Drive, Dropbox, and OneDrive. This means you can easily store and access your scanned documents from anywhere and share them with others if needed.
User-friendly interface
OCR Scanner has a user-friendly interface that is easy to navigate, even for beginners. The application is designed to be intuitive and easy to use, with clear instructions and helpful tips to guide you through the scanning process.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesApp info and performance
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December 18, 2023
The app is overrun with ads. Before converting image to text, I got literallly 5 ads, one per every step. Jesus. In the end the app was not even able to recognize the text properly.
193 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Amobear Application - Avn Global
January 12, 2024

We are sorry for this, but to continue work on this free app we need revenue from Ads. If you don't want to see the Ads you can purchase the Pro version. Thanks for your understanding!
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March 21, 2024
Google....why do let such unhelpful/stupid apps on platform?apps that don't help in any way but are here for advertising! NONSENSE!
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 12, 2024
Basically unusable , every step you are hit with adds , tried it and never got anything done
47 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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